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Doruk Güngör, an individual with Autism at the age of 26, graduated from the Graphic Design Department of Yaşar
University which he entered by winning 50 percent scholarship and he became one of the few individuals with Autism
who received university education in Turkey. In addition to his academic success, Doruk made history as the first person
with Autism to play an official game in Turkey with his efforts in basketball.
The couple Semra and Ergin Güngör started Doruk, their children with Autism, who had superior academic skills but
whose motor development was far behind, to basketball in order to improve these aspects and contribute to his learning
processes. His father Mr. Ergin explains this challenging process as follows: “We got out of our warm bed with my son
when it was freezing and go to those cold halls even when we were sick sometimes. We did not know that we were
writing the story of a determination with a happy ending, as we read in the books." "This process, which lasted for exactly
seven years, resulted in the fact that a 13-year-old child with Autism, who could not throw even a pebblestone into the
sea, both won a university and entered the basketball team of that university."
We came together with Doruk and his father, Mr. Ergin, to hear Doruk's story, which makes an invaluable contribution to
the awareness of Autism and encourages special children. Mr. Ergin, who is the Chairman of the Board of Autism
Associations Federation, talked about the paths they passed with Doruk as a father, and as a leader of a
non-governmental organization, He shared information that would enlighten the paths of individuals with Autism and
their families like a pole star.
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Mr. Ergin, first of all, we want to talk about Doruk's education life. What kind
of education did he receive, what positive/negative experiences did you
encounter during his education?
First of all, I must express that my son, who was born in 1994, went through a
very good process at the beginning of his school age, although the knowledge
and conditions regarding people with Autism were very inadequate in our
country. He had the chance to successfully complete all education levels,
including university, that very few children in that age group could reach.
When Doruk began his education life, people with Autism were not involved in
educational practices through mainstreaming/inclusion as they are today. He
continued his education in the kindergarten for two years and, after that, with
the same status as the other students until the fourth grade. In the fourth
grade, he was able to be involved in educational practices through
mainstreaming/inclusion. We had a lot of difficulties, especially in his admission

to kindergarten; he was able to continue his education after trying a few
different schools. While his friends had not yet learned, he knew four
operations and how to read and write. I must say that we are very lucky in
terms of both his kindergarten teacher and his primary school teacher. In
addition, the fact that my wife, who is the head of the parent-teacher
association, had the opportunity to establish close dialogues with Doruk's
classmates and their families, created the chance for my son to attend school
with peer support. Another chance we had was that our son's support educator
was able to enter the classroom as a facilitator, thanks to the positive attitude
of the school administration and the classroom teacher, although it is not
official. I think one of our most important advantages was Doruk's mental
capacity and character prone to discipline. Although he was an individual with a
very characteristic Autism, his perception and learning process were
progressing very quickly. We believe that sports activities are very useful in
this regard.
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How did Doruk start basketball? We are very curious about this story that extends to
success.
Doruk was a strong child compared to his other peers who did not have Autism. However,
his motor development was far behind his peers. As I was a former basketball enthusiast, I
could imagina from what aspects basketball could develop an individual with Autism. With
basketball, which is a very complex sport, we wanted to develop both the lacking aspects
of Doruk and make an indirect contribution to the learning processes.
My son loved basketball as I do. We went to training with Doruk in a disciplined manner,
sometimes five days a week, during the weekend when everyone was sleeping at home,
during summer or winter.
First, we tried to get him to take commands from his teacher in a small room. Then, we
tried to make him tolerate the echo that came out when he entered the court. We made it
possible for him to run smoothly by doing jogging exercises with gradually extended
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distances; then, we worked on throwing with a dart and holding with a big and light
ball. Both his teacher and I made celebrations with extraordinary reactions and
applause in order to reassure Doruk in the trial of each of these skills. In this way,
Doruk began to have fun and strive to do better.
We, parents, also sometimes have moments when we experience fear and despair
and when we are lazy. All parents should know that if you are not involved in the
process and do not provide support, neither your son nor his teacher can achieve a
successful result. In this process, neither we nor his teachers skipped almost any
training. Even if Doruk was sick, we did at least light trainings so that his habit
would not disappear. Moreover, this provided an advantage; Doruk's immunity
improved and he even started to get sick less.
However, I have observed that teachers also need the motivation of a family
member who notices a small improvement in the child with Autism and is happy
with it. In fact, this applies to all educational processes.
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"We Realized That Sports
Are Not Just Sports,
Especially for an Individual
with Autism…”
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We were so automated that we planned our holidays, my business plans, Doruk's special training
plans, which is everything, according to his training, and even better, Doruk wanted it. When we
forgot and made an appointment with someone during his training hours, he would say, “No, I have
training at that time.” This discipline has worked so well that his academic skills have also changed.
His teachers now called him a “professional student.” We realized that sports are not just sports,
especially for an individual with Autism...
This process continued until 2015. One day, after a conference on Autism at Yaşar University, God
almost told us, “Doruk and you, as his family, you deserve it.” In reward for twenty years of effort,
God brought forward that wonderful man who was also employed in the university's department for
people with disabilities. Yaşar University Health, Culture and Sports Manager and Basketball Coach
Taylan Dündar said, "I want to take Doruk to the team." and he made us happy. In fact, I thought I had
misunderstood what I was hearing for a moment.
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"The Orientation to Team
Sports Was a Very Correct
Choice for Doruk"

Can you tell us about Doruk's development after he started playing basketball?
Sports provides acquisitions such as self-discipline, self-confidence, shortening the duration of
perception and reaction, and social communication for our children as well as for all people.
There is a point of view that people with Autism will be successful in “individual sports
including repetitions” such as table tennis, swimming, and athletics just by working hard, and
should be directed to these sports, although they have no talent. However, our goal was not to
develop what he did best, but rather to develop the areas where he had the most difficulty or
he was lacking most. Doruk showed that it would be much more beneficial for children with
Autism to be directed and encouraged into areas they were told they could not. We, as parents,
were happy to see our child's development and to be a hope and an example to society thanks
to him.
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Doruk, what does playing basketball mean to you?
Mr. Ergin: I would like to make an introduction to this question first. Doruk can continue
after that. Hidayet Türkoğlu was one of the players whose name was mentioned the
most when Doruk started basketball and when he was asked "Who is your favorite
basketball player?", he would say the name of Hidayet Türkoğlu, who is now the Head
of Basketball Federation. He finally met him, too. I think the fact that he was frequently
mentioned was a motivating factor for Doruk, and Doruk was a child who loved
applause. (laughter)
Doruk: It is very nice to train with my friends in a crowd, everyone to run to one side,
bounce the ball, giving high five with my friends when we score, our teachers' saying
bravo and applauding.
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Doruk, you gave courage and inspiration to individuals with Autism and their families
the day you played in Ünilig. What would you like to say to the individuals with special
education needs?
Although this question is a question that pushes the boundaries of Doruk's expression, it
is a very important question. I can explain that one. Doruk's skills that developed thanks
to basketball and his rapid progress in many subjects were very striking. In order to be
useful to our other children and to contribute to social awareness, we were making
efforts by sharing videos containing Doruk's development on our social media account.
During the long period leading up to the Ünilig game, Doruk also provided significant
awareness as the subject of much news. In 2010, he volunteered at the World
Basketball Championship. Thus, with the permission of FIBA, he became the “first
person with Autism to be a champion volunteer” in the history of the championships
and was in the news. He had appeared in pre-game warm-ups at various national league
games and he was in the news, and his own training sessions were repeatedly
broadcast by national channels. Of course, all these provided motivation to many
families from all over Turkey and increased social awareness.
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"Even When Doruk First
Stepped into the Court from
the Dressing Room, the Dream
Had Already Come True for Us
and I Said, "Thank God, He
Deserved It by Working Hard"
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Mr. Ergin, how did you feel when you saw Doruk on the court and witnessed this historic moment?
In fact, we had seen Doruk on stage on many occasions and had a lot of happiness since he was young, but
this one was really different. The participation of senior officials of the Basketball Federation on the game
day, the cameras of the nine national TV channels in every corner, interviews with various officials or us on
each camera, the rector and the senior officials of the university being at the forefront, the opponent team's
appearing in the game with a banner saying "We Are Aware of Autism, We Are With Them" gentlemanly, the
fact that we encountered a full and loud hall, my son took time in the game and earned a point, and his team
won this historic game...I do not know if all these are enough to describe our pride, happiness and mood for
that day. Actually, even when doruk first stepped into the court from the dressing room, the dream had
already come true for us and I said, "thank god, he deserved it by working hard." He put in a lot of effort, and
we motivated him with one thing, which was that he would be on the court for a real game one day. He wanted
to play at Galatasaray Sports Club, and we thought he would only play in a symbolic game. We could not even
dream of him going to university and playing on that university's team.
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After that, everything was very different. Doruk made history as the first athlete with Autism to appear in an official basketball game in Turkey. Of course,
the fact that my son scored two points in the game crowned the situation.
Doruk came to the agenda of the country in an instant with the attention of
many institutions and people, especially the Turkish Basketball Federation and
Ünilig, in a way that we never expected. Doruk's story was featured on nine national TV channels, evening news, sports programs, morning news, and night
news. He was also in the news in all newspapers and their internet publications.
After that, the impacts continued for a long time. Both TRT Spor and Yaşar University made documentaries about Doruk. We also conducted interviews with
many broadcasting organizations. The attention from the press has made an
invaluable contribution to awareness on Autism. I was very happy, not just as a
father, but as a civil society leader.
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"We, as parents, were happy to see our child's
development and to be a hope and an example
to society thanks to him."
As for the Ünilig game... That year (2015), there were only seven people with Autism who went to university in
Turkey that we know of. Of course, this shows how difficult the conditions in our country are for them. On the one
hand, it was very important that even only one of them could get to the university team, showing that a dream
could come true and instilling hope. This dream came true thanks to the university management and Rector Professor Murat Barkan, and the extraordinary contributions of Health, Culture and Sports Manager Taylan Dündar,
who came up with this idea and realized it.
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Mr. Ergin, we want to talk about Doruk's academic success. Can you evaluate Doruk's university
preparation process and university life?
In fact, like all children, this process began in his early ages. The discipline he acquired in those years
really worked for his teachers, who prepared him for university. He had no problem in uploading
information and storing it in his memory. However, difficulties in adapting to exam processes and
patterns caused by Autism were the most important problems that teachers had difficulty
overcoming. However, his experience with numerous trial exams enabled him to overcome these
problems and pass the university exam successfully without making a rule mistake and win the
associate degree program for graphic design with 50 percent scholarship. The fact that firstly the
Unit for Students with Disabilities, then English Preparatory Department teachers, department
lecturers and his classmates always stay in touch without excluding him made the university
process much easier. We can even say that it was the smoothest education level.
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"The Fact That More Than a
Hundred People with Autism
Are Studying at University
These Days Makes Us More
Than Happy"
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By showing his "professional studentness" at the university, Doruk received the "100 Percent Attendance
Award" at the traditional awards ceremonies held at the end of the year in the preparatory department and
made us proud of him again. Before his graduation, he also opened an exhibition of his paintings which he
draws during his university life in the university hall.
In addition to instilling self-confidence in Doruk, we have observed over the years that all these have had a
great effect on the change in the perception of Autism by universities and faculty members, and on the
increase in the number of people with Autism dreaming of entering to a university and their families. The fact
that more than a hundred people with autism are studying at university these days makes us more than
happy.
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Doruk, what are you doing now? What do you plan to do in the future?
I have graduated from the university, now I work in a company, I have taken the e-KPSS
(Public Personnel Selection Examination in Turkey), I want to win it and work in İzmir
Metropolitan Municipality.
Mr. Ergin, how do you think the friends and families of friends should approach a
person with Autism or Down Syndrome who has special education needs?
In fact, the answer is very clear: “As they treat everyone.” They should not be too
protective or exclusionary. At this point, the right policies should be followed so that
children and their families can perceive and understand all elements of society.
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As the Chairman of the Board of Autism Associations Federation, Mr. Ergin, you carry
out very meaningful studies. What would you like to say to families with children with
Autism?
I am also a father; I sometimes feel hopeless and pessimistic on behalf of our children
as they do. However, we should know that as soon as we give up, everything ends, and
we cannot create a social environment in which our children will live in peace in the
future.
Autism is not a fixed condition; we can reduce symptoms if we do the right things for
years without giving up. But if we diagnose it late, waste time with inadequate and
wrong methods, we may face a worse result than we started. Therefore, we should use
the time very accurately and fully, and we should not lose our hope even if the
development process takes a long time.

